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“The Cult of the Monstrous: Caricature, Physiognomy, and Monsters in Early Modern Italy”

Sandra Cheng

“Against the background of the continuum, the monster provides an account, as
though in caricature, of the genesis of differences.”
Michel Foucault, The Order of Things

Caricature emerged as a pictorial genre in the seventeenth century and developed into a potent
form of social satire practiced by the period’s foremost draftsmen, including the Carracci,
Guercino, and Pier Francesco Mola.1 The spirit of lusus (play) gave rise to caricature and
informed its sense of humor, its graphic form, and its manipulation of cultural constructions of
ugliness. Early modern caricature’s deformed and misshapen subjects appeared to coincide with
a fascination for monstrosity and an obsession for all things rare and marvelous. A confluence of
several factors contributed to the emergence of caricature in early modern Italy, including an
increase in the appreciation for drawings and quotidian subjects; the fashion for paradoxical wit
as reflected in contemporary burlesque literature and the power of the ludic, which was evident
in the sciences as well as literary and theatrical trends. The following essay explores caricature
in relation to monstrosity in contemporary studies of comparative physiognomy and anatomical
abnormalities.2
The drawings of Giovanni Francesco Barberi (1591-1666), better known as Guercino, the
squint-eyed one, evince a sense of play. Guercino produced unique and wondrous creatures that
react to the conventions of monster representation of the Renaissance and Baroque periods. The
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hybrid monster of his Windsor drawing combines playful and grotesque elements to produce a
comical image. The two-legged bird creature has a dog-like head with whiskers, small wings,
chicken feet, and a human foot in place of a tail (Fig. 1).3 Though monstrous, the funny-looking
creature—part hapless dog, part scrawny fowl—is more likely to evoke laughter than fear. Not
simply an example of artistic whimsy, Guercino’s “bird” reveals the artist’s inventiveness. His
ability to construct a creature out of such disparate parts is a display of artistic invenzione,
similar to Nature’s ingenuity in her ability to create monsters.

INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE: ½ page
Caption: Fig. 1 Guercino, Grotesque creature, pen and wash, 172 x 229 mm. Courtesy of The
Royal Collection ©2011 Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II.

Among caricatures and comic drawings of the early modern period, Guercino’s drawings
offer excellent examples for examining the cross-disciplinary dissemination between scientific
treatises and the arts.4 The artist produced numerous comic studies of medical deformities,
which reflect a preoccupation with physical pathologies, such as warts, goiters, swollen glands,
and other defects.5 Though some of Guercino’s drawings appear to be naturalistic studies of
people with abnormal physical features, significant differences between medical illustrations and
his drawings reveal that the artist rendered his subjects with a comic touch, pointing to their
caricatural function.
The autodidact Guercino most likely learned of the practice of caricature from followers
of the Carracci in nearby Bologna. With very few exceptions, early modern writers consistently
identified the Carracci with the beginnings of caricature.6 Caricatures were produced as drawing
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exercises in their academy, the Accademia degli Desiderosi, later renamed the Accademia degli
Incamminati, which spearheaded the reform of late Renaissance painting.7 In response to the
artificial manner of contemporary artists, the Carracci recaptured the pictorial world in
naturalistic color and form, creating a visual language that was revolutionary for their time.8
Lusus enabled the Carracci to generate new methods of improving draftsmanship and a fresh
approach to addressing the theoretical aspects of drawing. Games of draftsmanship included
pictorial riddles, one-line drawings, and caricature, all of which helped improve dexterity and
artistic inventiveness.9
Aside from addressing contemporary aesthetic issues, the making and viewing of
caricature drew heavily on cultural notions of monstrosity in the sciences. The enchantment with
the grotesque was manifest in the increased attention to matters related to the body. The human
form, visible and invisible, was examined, resulting in a proliferation of literature that attempted
to clarify the dynamic between the exterior and interior. Physiognomy books connected physical
appearance to character while medical treatises related the body to its internal structure of blood,
bones, and muscles. Caricature relied on commonly accepted views of character that were
associated with facial and bodily traits featured in physiognomic texts. The use of anatomical
studies by Renaissance artists has been well studied.10 I would further suggest that artists
contemplated contemporary medical advances that investigated the conditions of healthy as well
as diseased bodies.
The period’s fascination with physical aberrance led to the medical study of abnormal
development. This was, in essence, the birth of teratology, and spurred the subsequent
publication of several well-known monster histories by Fortunio Liceti (1577-1657) and Ulisse
Aldrovandi (1522-1605).11 Written predominantly in Latin, the texts advanced a taxonomic
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approach to the monstrous that included lengthy descriptions and illustrations. These
publications demonstrate a change in the status of the monster—from freakish omen to
marvelous creature of Nature—revealing the naturalization of the beast in contemporary
scientific discourse.12 Over time, visual reproductions of physical deformities shifted from the
elite genre of scientific literature to popular print media such as broadsides, which disseminated
more sensational findings to larger audiences. A comparison of scientific illustrations and
drawings by early caricaturists suggests the emergence of caricature flourished within an
atmosphere that increasingly privileged the monster.
To better understand the growing appreciation for monstrosity, it is necessary to look at
how the early modern monster differed from its medieval counterpart. In the middle ages,
strange creatures adorned church exteriors and rambled through the decorative borders of
illuminated manuscripts.13 The source for medieval lore on monsters was Pliny’s Natural
History, which introduced the reader to cynocephali (hybrid beings with heads of dogs),
pygmies, giants, and other unusual beings who populated distant lands. Monsters were seen as
expressions of divine power in several ways. The monstrous races reflected the wide variety of
humanity embraced by Christianity. Monsters were also considered signs of God’s wrath and
were regarded as prodigies, extraordinary beings or events that signaled divine communication.
Lastly, monsters had allegorical significance and reflected man’s frailty in the face of temptation
and his moral lassitude.
Images of monsters in medieval art held moral significance. Some scholars have
suggested the juxtaposition of religious text with crude elements in the marginalia was a
conscious effort to represent the tension between the sacred and profane, thus symbolizing the
needs of the spirit versus the desires of the body.14 Physical deformities were interpreted as
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signs of inner, spiritual corruption. A variety of monstrous creatures, usually performing the
basest functions, filled the borders of medieval manuscripts. These mischievous creatures also
inhabited the sculptural programs of many medieval churches.15 The proliferation of monstrous
imagery served as constant reminders of God’s wrath. However, there were many detractors,
most notably St. Bernard of Clairvaux:
What excuse can there be for these ridiculous monstrosities in the cloisters where
the monks do their reading, extraordinary things at once beautiful and ugly? Here
we find filthy monkeys and fierce lions, fearful centaurs, harpies, and striped
tigers…Here is one head with many bodies, there is one body with many heads.
Over there is a beast with a serpent for its tail, a fish with an animal’s head, and a
creature that is horse in front and goat behind, and a second beast with horns and
the rear of a horse.16
His criticism spoke to the ubiquitous presence of monsters in medieval art. St. Bernard’s
description also revealed the amusing and whimsical character of these creatures, which despite
their solemn contexts elicited delight.
St. Augustine (354-430) proposed the monstrous races were descendants of Adam, and
therefore had souls worthy of salvation.17 God’s omnipotence is evident in the tympanum at
Vézelay, where the dog-headed cynocephali are included as Christ’s subjects. In the Ascension
Day scene above the entrance, Christ directed his apostles to “Go ye therefore, and teach all
nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost (Matt.
28:9).” According to Augustine, Isidore of Seville and others, monstrosities were regarded as
part of creation and not contra naturam.18 Therefore, a prevalent belief was that monsters,
especially monstrous births, were portents sent by God to warn against sin. As such, monsters
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were often viewed as prodigies.. Augustine suggested monstrum was the equivalent of
prodigium because it signaled (monstrat) God’s will, hence, prodigies such as monstrous births,
heralded evil.19
The popular interpretation of monsters as prodigies continued from the middle ages
through the Renaissance period.20 Monsters acquired roles with greater political and social
implications. Prodigies were used as propaganda during the political and religious wars of the
sixteenth century. In 1523, Martin Luther published an attack in the form of a pamphlet that
featured woodcuts of the monk-calf and pope-ass.21 The monk-calf was based on the actual birth
of a deformed calf with a cowl-like neck. Luther claimed the monk-calf exemplified a typical
friar whose outward spiritual appearance disguised an underlying, bestial nature. Although the
pope-ass was reputedly pulled out of the Tiber River in 1496, its appearance suggested it was
certainly a fictional monster. The pope-ass was designated the “Romish Antichrist;” its
disturbing mix of animal features symbolized the extensive corruption of the papacy. The print
illustrated a standing creature composed from man and various beasts with the head of a donkey,
scaled limbs, cloven and taloned feet, trunk-like hand, and womanly torso. Luther included these
two fanciful images to reinforce his prediction of the inevitable downfall of the Roman church.
Apart from Reformation politics, the interest in prodigies became widespread, resulting in a new
literary genre that documented rarities in nature—the prodigy book. Over time prodigies shed
their religious associations though they still preserved their significance as omens. In general,
prodigy books were compilations of excerpts from earlier sources, followed by the author’s
opinions of these historical accounts. A few prodigy books also chronicled current phenomena.
Many of these publications featured illustrations that reappeared in later, more specialized texts
on monsters.
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Some prodigy books stressed sensational topics to attract a greater number of readers.
For example, Pierre Boaistuau’s Histoires prodigieuses (1560) included an illustration of the
infamous monster of Ravenna, a dragon-like creature with wings and a bird-like lower torso that
stood on a taloned foot.22 The monster was based on the real event of a child born with severe
birth defects in 1512. Shortly afterward, the Italians were defeated by Louis XII’s forces, and
the monstrous birth was interpreted as an omen of defeat due to moral depravity.23
Beyond the text, monsters made frequent appearances in Renaissance art in which
pleasure was their primary function. Monsters climbed down columns and off pages to make
their way into gardens. In part, this was due to the discovery of the buried ruins of Nero’s
Domus Aurea, unearthed in the late-fifteenth century. Its richly painted walls were covered with
grotteschi, magnificent ornamental patterns in paint or stucco of monstrous creatures intertwined
between tendrils of plant-like architectural forms.24 In a critique of second-style Pompeian
painting, Vitruvius condemned the grotesque imagery that was popular in his time:
On the stucco are monsters rather than definite representations taken from definite things.
Instead of columns there rise up stalks; instead of gables, striped panels with curled leaves and
volutes. Candelabra uphold pictured shrines and above the summits of these, clusters of thin
stalks rise from their roots in tendrils with little figures seated upon them at random. Again,
slender stalks with heads of men and animals attached to half the body.25
Despite Vitruvius’s reservations, many Renaissance artists, including Pinturrichio and
Raphael, revived the ancient style of wall decoration.26 The curious and grotesque forms evoked
awe and wonder, further enhancing the spectator’s encounter with these strange beasts.
Undoubtedly, the favorite site for monster iconography was the garden. Two examples serve to
illustrate how monsters in statuary form or adorning the walls of grottoes were integral to the
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amusements of sixteenth-century Mannerist gardens. In the garden of the Villa Visconti
Borromeo Litta in Lainate, there is a nymphaeum that contains several artificial grottoes
decorated with stalactites, statues, grotesque mosaics, fountains, and playful waterworks.27
Between 1587-1589, the patron Pirro Visconti Borromeo commissioned the ceiling decoration of
one room from Camillo Procaccini (c. 1561-1629).28 The artist covered the walls with monsterthemed grotteschi that were constructed out of colored stones and shells. The mosaic depicts
arabesque vegetation, griffins, dragons, and other bizarre creatures.
To this day, monstrous statues are scattered across the Sacro Bosco at Bomarzo, a bizarre
garden commissioned by Pier Francesco Orsini in 1552.29 Orsini welcomed visitors with these
words carved over the entrance, “You who go wandering about the world in search of sublime
and awesome wonders, come here where horrendous faces, elephants, lions, bears, ogres and
dragons are to be seen.”30 Creatures of all shapes and sizes confronted the visitor as he
progressed through situations of horror and temptation. As in other gardens of the period,
monsters sustained allegorical significance as parts of well-thought-out narratives that structured
the visitor’s passage through the garden.31
Over time, the monster shed much, though not all, of its religious association to become a
creature worthy of new philosophical inquiry. Once feared as a sign of divine wrath, the monster
increasingly became secularized through both its ornamental use in art and its politicized
function in prodigy books. Even in literature pertaining to the Reformation, the monster was
used as an instrument of propaganda. What helped to complete the monster’s transformation
into a marvel of Nature was the parallel rise of physiognomic inquiry that strengthened the
connection between man and beast.
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The emergence of caricature corresponded to the Renaissance revival of the ancient study
of physiognomy. Physiognomic treatises invite the most obvious comparison to caricature
because of their shared reliance on facial features.32 The science of physiognomy presumed a
relationship between character and appearance. Sixteenth-century Italy saw an explosion of
publications devoted to the physiognomic arts. Treatises instructed Renaissance readers on how
to decipher physical features to judge character and mental capacity. The Physiognomonica that
was attributed to Aristotle formed the basis for most Renaissance writings on physiognomy.
Important traits for interpreting physiognomy were “movement, gestures of the body, color,
characteristic facial expressions, the growth of the hair, the smoothness of the skin, the voice,
conditions of the flesh, the parts of the body, and the build of the body as a whole.”33 The
unidentified author also argued that the resemblance between man and animal indicated a
correspondence in character.
One of the earliest illustrated physiognomic texts of the Renaissance was Johannes ab
Indagine’s Introductio in physiognomiam, the second book to the popular Introductiones
apotelesmaticae (1522), an all-encompassing guide to palmistry, astrology, physiognomy, and
peppered with general medical advice.34 A section devoted to the interpretation of eyes featured
several woodcuts with pairs of heads. According to Indagine, the physical aspects of eyes
directly revealed the person’s character.35 For instance, a person with large and red-rimmed,
downcast eyes was probably a glutton. In one illustration, Indagine proposed the sunken eyes of
a indicated malice, wrath, and suspicion, while the protruding eyes of the other head signified
delirium, stupidity, and laziness.36
Likewise, many of Guercino’s caricatures feature similar afflictions of the eyes.37 The
bust-like format of Guercino’s Grotesque head at Windsor accentuates the correspondence
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between caricature and physiognomic illustrations (Fig. 2).38 Indagine would have interpreted
the unflinching stare as a sign of madness and idiocy. However, the protruding eyes of
Guercino’s caricature are even more exaggerated, indicating the artist took liberties with their
representation. Guercino produced a large number of drawings of men and women with similar
deformities, which suggests he sought out subjects with distinctive physical features.39 His
drawings reflect a cultural fascination with deformity and fulfill a desire for images that allow
viewers to consume the idiosyncrasies of illness. Although it is possible that the original subject
of the Windsor sheet suffered from an actual medical condition with a symptom of bulging
eyes,40 several aspects of the drawing demonstrate the artist manipulated physical characteristics
for comic effect. The nose, for instance, is greatly extended to touch the lower lip. Guercino’s
exaggerations—cartoonish eyes, large nose, sagging flesh, and mean grimace—produce a figure
that is both amusing and grotesque. The comparison of Guercino’s drawing and Indagine’s
illustration reveals a contrast that exemplifies the critical difference between the two images; one
is an illustration for a scientific text and the other is a comic drawing. Distinct from the
objective intent of scientific illustrations, Guercino distorts the subject’s deformities to produce a
comic portrait. The artist’s manipulations, at times more subtle than in this example, reveal a
humorous side to his fascination with unusual-looking individuals.

INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE: ½ or ¼ page
Caption: Fig. 2 Guercino, Grotesque head with protruding eyes, pen and wash, 199 x 117 mm.
Courtesy of The Royal Collection ©2011 Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II.
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The visual analogies of man and beast in Giambattista della Porta’s De humana
physiognomonia (1586) were especially important to the development of caricature.41 The most
renowned advocate for physiognomy, della Porta (1535-1615), published several volumes in the
late-sixteenth century, in which he compared the physiognomies of man and animals, theorizing
that if they shared certain physical elements, they must be similar in nature. For instance, della
Porta suggested that men who resembled donkeys were comparable in temperament and,
therefore, were likely to be stupid and timid. Della Porta’s physiognomic thought was derived
from the doctrine of signatures, which was the belief that God put a mark on all things and
beings, and through careful study one could discover a natural signature.42 He supported his
theories by compiling the opinions of numerous authorities, including Aristotle, who made such
claims as persons with noses like a small bird were graceful, those like a lion were invincible,
and those similar to a hound were sharp-nosed men.
Anticipating the license taken by caricaturists, della Porta’s physiognomy book
illustrations distorted human features to make them resemble animals. One of his typical
scientific illustrations depicts the similarities between the nose of a man and that of an eagle
(Fig. 3). According to della Porta, a man with a hooked nose was said to be magnanimous, since
the eagle was considered the queen of all birds.43 Several drawings by Agostino Carracci allude
to the scientific illustrations in physiognomy books. A drawing at Holkham Hall recalls the
eagle-man analogy in della Porta’s publication and depicts the profile view of an eagle with three
male heads.44 Similar to the eagle, the men have deep-set eyes, prominent foreheads, and ample
noses that recall the bird’s beak. On the same sheet are caricatures in which Agostino further
exploited the bird-man analogy. In the caricature in the upper right corner, the length of the nose
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is extended, the dark eyes are suggested by one thick line, and the tongue emerging from the
open mouth parodies the eagle’s open beak.

INSERT FIGURE 3 HERE: ¼ page
Caption: Fig. 3 Eagle and man comparison, Giambattista della Porta, Della Fisonomia
dell’Huomo (Padua, 1623), 55. Courtesy of the New York Academy of Medicine Library.

Della Porta not only compared heads of men and beasts, he also studied other parts of the
body, including feet, legs, and hands. One illustration demonstrated how a foot with toes grown
closely together resembled the cloven hoof of a pig.45 Della Porta inferred that a person with
hoof-like feet was swine-like in nature and, consequently, was shy, dirty, and deceptive. A
section on hands included an illustration that compared the curved fingernails of a man to the
claws of a crow, which, according to della Porta, showed an inclination for theft. Della Porta
surmised that a person with curved and long nails had the character of a vulture, which was
reckless and ignorant. In an illustration of so-called bovine legs, a man’s bowed legs were
compared to a cow’s. The human legs have knees turned inward with outward-splayed feet.
Aristotle and other ancient authorities considered this trait to be the sign of an effeminate man
with weak character. Della Porta held a slightly more favorable opinion, stating that although he
agreed a bovine-legged man was indeed effeminate, in his opinion the trait signified a tranquil
and modest nature.
The physiognomic comparisons in della Porta’s treatise were not lost on contemporary
artists. For example, we can see the process of transformation from man to animal in Agostino
Carracci’s drawing of grotesque heads in the Fogg Museum (Fig. 4).46 The drawing appears to
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illustrate the metamorphosis of a monk in the lower right corner into the snarling beast at left.
Three stages are shown in the schematically-drawn heads of the lower right corner, which
accentuate the increasingly pronounced blemish on the nose, the sharpening of teeth, and the
escalating mounds of flesh above the brow. The transformation delineates the connection
between external appearance and internal nature, a tenet central to physiognomy that is applied
here to wryly suggest the beast reveals the monk’s inner monster.47

INSERT FIGURE 4 HERE: ½ page
Caption: Fig. 4 Agostino Carracci, Studies of grotesques, c. 1590-5, pen and brown ink, 250 x
370 mm. Courtesy of Harvard Art Museums/Fogg Museum, Transfer frm the Busch-Reisinger
Museum, acquired in 1933 from the Herbert Straus Collection, 1955.63.

The exaggerated noses and disproportionate body parts in caricature are surely related to
characterizations made popular in della Porta’s treatise. Take for instance Pier Francesco Mola’s
caricatures, which are filled with figures that have excessively long feet.48 An example of
Mola’s idiosyncratic graphic trait is a drawing formerly in the Oppé Collection, Two Men
Viewing a Painting, with two connoisseurs who have very long feet.49 Della Porta postulated
that a person with long feet meant he was tempted by everything, but very long feet signified a
deceptive and dangerous nature.50 In Mola’s caricature, the character with the largest feet is the
most dramatic figure. Pointing excitedly at a painting, his leering smile and hawkish face
suggest that he is indeed a shady character. In all likelihood, artists such as Mola and the
Carracci were attentive to the vogue for physiognomy and incorporated some of the more
commonplace opinions in their work.
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Physiognomy’s emphasis on physical appearance resulted in the subsequent attention
given to the notion of ugliness. Francesco Stelluti’s mid-seventeenth-century revision of della
Porta’s treatise, Della fisonomia di tutto il corpo humano del S. Gio. Battista Porta (1637),
synthesized and presented della Porta’s physiognomic principles in the form of elaborate
flowcharts.51 Similar to della Porta, Stelluti was also a member of the Accademia dei Lincei,
which was established in 1603 by Marchese Federico Cesi. The Lincei or “lynx-eyed” were a
group of forward-thinking men who believed they could uncover the secrets of nature through
sharp observation. Stelluti’s physiognomic text identified for the reader physical traits
associated with beauty and ugliness.52 A good person would have a well-proportioned body that
emanated beauty, and was related to the noble lion. In contrast, a bad person had ugly features
such as long ears, protruding teeth, a humped neck, thin legs, bent feet with high arches, and at
times six fingers. These repulsive beings were related to animals such as foxes, wolves, snakes,
and tigers.
In general, Stelluti associated beauty with good proportions and ugliness was related to
bestiality as well as femininity.53 A drawing by Guercino of a monkey-faced woman represented
the type of ugly woman described by Stelluti.54 In addition to the primate-like traits, the hairy
mole and whiskers upon her chin augmented her homely appearance. Stelluti would have
associated this woman with wickedness. Yet, Guercino’s representation, being a comic image,
was less condemnatory and evoked laughter not revulsion. Guercino emphasized the woman’s
distinctly ugly facial features, treating her hair and clothing schematically so that a threedimensional face seems to emerge out of the confusion of lines that make up her disheveled hair.
The contrast between form and subject, Guercino’s attentive and delicate draftsmanship versus
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the woman’s despondent expression would have provided much amusement for the early modern
viewer.
Physiognomic treatises demonstrated that an ugly physique reflected flaws in character.
By offering detailed and precise descriptions, these publications helped construct an ugly body
for the early modern reader. Illustrations provided examples of the ideal and the imperfect,
which ultimately reinforced the connection between ugliness and flawed character. Even though
della Porta’s De humana physiognomonica stressed man’s bestial nature, he shaped the
visualization of the monster towards a more anthropomorphic creature. By stressing the
connection between man and animal, and in a sense humanizing the beast within, della Porta
helped draw the characterization of monsters away from the medieval tradition of fantastical
beasts to living beings in the natural world.
Consistent with the focus on the body in physiognomy books, medical literature similarly
helped define the ideal and monstrous body. The shift away from the earlier association to
prodigies was accelerated in medicine, which began to approach such creatures as pathological
manifestations. Not surprisingly, the reinterpretation of the monster occurred in a progressive
period of medical advancement concerning the body. Using new experiential methods,
Renaissance men of science attempted to define standards for the human body and condition.
Because they relied on direct observation rather than ancient texts, their revolutionary approach
generated brisk progress in the disciplines of anatomy and pathology. A consequence of the
medical establishment’s attempt to define the ideal and healthy body was greater attention to
afflictions and the classification of disorders. The roots of monstrosity were sought in Nature
rather than the divine. Still, the cause for such manifestations remained inexplicable, and was
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often attributed to the capricious will of Nature. Ultimately, the monster became a creature of
wonder, its deformed shape a display of Nature’s playful character.
De humani corporis fabrica (1543) by Andreas Vesalius (1514-1563) revolutionized the
study of anatomy with the inclusion of illustrations based on dissections.55 Jan Stephen van
Calcar’s (1499-1546) woodcuts for Vesalius were the first scientifically accurate illustrations of
human anatomy. The well-known title page presented Vesalius in the middle of a dissection in
an anatomy theater surrounded by onlookers.56 The illustration showed Vesalius’s hand on the
corpse, a reference to the anatomist’s departure from traditional methods. Vesalius performed
his own dissections rather than leave manual operations to assistants. More importantly,
Vesalius reformed the discipline by subjecting ancient anatomical treatises, notably Galen’s
writings (130-201 AD), which were regarded as medical standards, to the test of direct
observation of dissected corpses. A consequence of the progress in anatomical studies was
greater interest in identifying and determining the causes of abnormalities. Vesalius planned but
never published a second volume to De humani corporis fabrica that would have dealt with
illness and monstrosity.57 Realdo Columbo, Vesalius’s colleague at the University of Padua,
devoted the final book of his De re anatomica (1559) to anatomical rarities. Although
Colombo’s book lacked illustrations, he described numerous medical anomalies including
hermaphrodites.58
An illustrated follow-up to Vesalius’s De humani corporis fabrica did not occur until the
seventeenth century. Tabulae anatomicae (1627), an anatomy book by Giulio Casserio (15521616) was published posthumously with illustrations by the Bolognese printmaker Odoardo
Fialetti (1573-1638).59 Fialetti’s highly inventive prints depicted flayed figures with expressions
that bordered on caricature. The extreme contrasts of overwrought expressions, flayed skin
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peeled back to reveal sinewy muscles, and the modest cover of loose drapery that adorned
figures perched lightly upon tombs produced a grotesque effect.
An important consequence of the Renaissance exploration of the body was the attention
given to disease. Monstrosity was deconstructed as greater knowledge of physical deviations
helped revise conventional interpretations of monsters. Several early medical treatises included
topics on severe abnormalities, and soon after, whole monographs were devoted to monsters.60
The physician Girolamo Cardano (1501-1576) was a pioneer in the areas of pathologic anatomy
and teratology, and the first to question the notion that monsters were prophetic omens.61 With
Cardano at the forefront, the old moral view of monsters was slowly replaced with a new
appreciation for their novelty. Though monsters continued to retain their status as divine omens
that forecast catastrophic events, the new medical texts demonstrated that monsters were
increasingly recognized as natural marvels. Nature herself was compared to an artist, her artifice
was considered a type of play.
Over time, medical texts focused on the natural causes of monstrosity and monsters
became viewed as Nature’s wondrous creations. Hence, as offspring of Nature, monsters were
worthy of independent investigation and several histories were solely devoted to their
classification. A transitional publication that catered to both prodigy book readers and medical
men was the French surgeon Ambroise Paré’s Des monstres et prodiges (1575).62 Written for a
broad audience, Paré’s account was a synthesis of contemporary thought on monsters, ranging
from Boaistuau’s sensational accounts to Cardano’s more skeptical approach. Even though Paré
correlated monstrous births to political events, he was the first to attempt to classify the causes of
monstrosity, making him an early pioneer in teratology. Paré’s reasons for monstrous births
included three supernatural causes (i.e., the work of demons) and nine natural causes (i.e., a
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constricted womb), demonstrating that both natural and supernatural causes were treated as
plausible explanations in this time period. In addition, Paré introduced a new category for
monstrosity—artifice, which he defined as beings made monstrous by artificial means such as
mutilation or other faked deformities. Most importantly, Paré’s publication represented a shift
away from the religious associations of monsters to the opinion that they were works of Nature.
In keeping with the practice of experiential science, the new monster histories were
comprehensive, taxonomic exercises, complete with detailed commentary and illustrations.
Perhaps, these authors heeded Francis Bacon’s advice to natural philosophers outlined in Novum
organon (1620):
For a compilation, or particular natural history, must be made of all monsters and
prodigious births of nature; of everything, in short, which is new, rare, and
unusual in nature. This should be done with a rigorous selection, so as to be
worthy of credit.63
The first half of the seventeenth century saw the publication of monster histories by Liceti of
Padua and Aldrovandi of Bologna. Both were acclaimed members of their respective
professions; Liceti was a doctor of medicine at the University of Padua and Aldrovandi was a
famed naturalist at the University of Bologna.
Liceti regarded monsters as products of Nature the artificer, not prophetic signs of
impending disaster. He identified monsters as lusus naturae (jokes of nature) that verified
Nature’s ingenio, which was evident in her ability to form wondrous creatures out of corrupt
material.64 The historian Paula Findlen demonstrates how the concept of lusus was critical for
scientific discourse in this period.65 Lusus helped maintain flexibility between artificial and
natural boundaries, allowing scientists to explore the unknown without having to define
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anomalies. In the case of monsters, the joke became an organizing principle because it resolved
problems of classification by creating a space for aberrations of all types.66
The construct of Nature as artificer and her powers of lusus extended beyond studies in natural
philosophy to the arts, in particular the Carracci Academy’s explorations of play in relation to
mimesis.67 As suggested earlier, the Carracci used lusus as a guiding principle for innovative
drawing exercises of the academy, which supported the reassessment of imitation in their reform
of Italian painting. Expounding on the connection between lusus and mimesis, Annibale
Carracci stated three causes of pleasure—Nature’s playful character that was manifest in
physical deformities such as hunchbacks; the artist’s imitation of lusus naturae, which provided
double pleasure due to the ugliness of the deformity and the imitation itself; and lastly caricature,
which elicited the most laughter.68 Nature is celebrated as joker and maker of monstrosities in
the first cause of pleasure, whereas the second cause accentuates the artist’s imitative talents.
Caricature, as a third cause, occupies a privileged position, and elicits the most laughter because
the artist, in a sense trumps Nature by inventing something even more monstrous.69
Similar to the liberating potential of lusus for studio practice in the Carracci Academy,
Liceti’s acknowledgement of monsters as Nature’s jokes let him expand Pare’s causal model to
an empirical study of the monster. A milestone in teratology, Liceti’s De monstrorum natura,
caussis, et differentiis (1616) was the first to present a morphology of monsters based on natural
criteria rather than emphasizing the causal explanations for monstrosity.70 Liceti argued the root
for the word mostro derived from the verb mostrare (to show) not the Latin for monstrum (sign).
Hence, monsters were not signs of divine wrath but creatures that should be displayed for the
appreciation of their rarity.
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The first edition of Liceti’s exhaustive catalogue of abnormalities was filled with detailed
descriptions but no illustrations. Nearly two decades later, the second edition included prints
designed by the Paduan artist Giovanni Battista Bissoni (1576-1636).71 On the frontispiece, the
infamous monster of Ravenna hovers above a gathering of creatures with hideous defects
ranging from multiple heads and limbs to humans with bestial faces (Fig. 5). Along with images
of historical monsters such as the monster of Ravenna, there was an abundance of illustrations
depicting congenital diseases, which made the publication an important contribution to the
history of medicine. An account of a contemporary birth included a print of three views to better
visualize the deformities of a young girl (Fig. 6). Born in 1624, Octavia Riparolia had a normal
body but a malformed head with eyes located on the back and a partially detached nose.
Liceti recounted how a detailed painting of Riparolia, the deformed girl, was produced for
Cardinal Francesco Barberini (1597-1679), who was fond of such grotesque images.72 Liceti
also included the illustration of a boy with two heads that was first documented by Leonardo da
Vinci around 1499.73 Janus-like, the deformed boy had a face on both the back and front of his
head. Short, trunk-like phalli emerged from the forehead areas, while the flesh around the nose
was stretched back to reveal eyes. Liceti also noted Cassiano dal Pozzo’s role in procuring these
images, an involvement that seems reasonable given the antiquarian’s commitment to projects of
natural history.74

INSERT FIGURES 5 and 6 HERE
FIGURE 5: Full-Page if possible
Figure 6: ½ page
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Caption: Fig. 5 Frontispiece, Fortunio Liceti, De monstrorum natura, caussis, et differentiis
(Padua, 1634). Courtesy of the New York Academy of Medicine Library.

Caption: Fig. 6 Three Views of Octavia Riparolia, Fortunio Liceti, De monstrorum (1634), 133.
Courtesy of the New York Academy of Medicine Library.

The references to the Barberini circle reveals Liceti’s effort to attract the renowned group
of scientifically-inclined Roman virtuosi centered around Cardinal Francesco Barberini.75 Liceti
dedicated the 1634 illustrated edition of De monstrorum to Cardinal Giovanni Francesco di
Bagno, who was a close associate of the Barberini family.76 Strategic dedications to attract
patronage or to nurture continued support were common strategies for scientists as well as
literary writers. For instance, Giovanni Faber, secretary to the Accademia dei Lincei, also
dedicated his Animalia Mexicana (1628) to Cardinal Barberini, who kept rare and unusual
objects in his collection. Not only did Faber dedicate the treatise to Cardinal Barberini, he
claimed the discovery of a small dragon, Dracunculus Barberinus.77 The poor deteriorating
skeleton of the newly discovered creature belonged to the cardinal. The dragon was a composite
of many animals that resembled no known creature. A horned head, serpentine in shape,
emerged from the top of its reptilian body with rodent-like feet, bat-like wings, and a pointed,
scaly tail. The monster was clearly a fabrication despite the Lincean Faber’s pronouncement that
the Barberini dragon was a rare species.
Liceti cautioned his readers against such deception. He made a distinction between
natural monsters fabricated by Nature herself and artificial monsters that were created through
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human intervention, which should be shunned. Strongly condemning these immoral creations,
Liceti compared the makers of monsters to the nefarious peddlers of sideshow freaks:
It is not unusual to see these wanderers touring the world to exhibit marvelous monsters for
profit. To fabricate (conficio) them they first cut open the carnal parts of young children’s
bodies, like the back, the nose, the arms and stuck one part to the other. With nature’s help and
by transfusion of blood and nourishment the parts were able to fuse into one. There remained
only to amputate some other part to lend them a most horrible, monstrous appearance. May God
preserve us from such scoundrels and may they be severely punished by our Princes.78
He ended with an apology for discussing such wickedness but claimed natural philosophers were
bound to contemplate all possibilities, even the unthinkable.
Equal in importance to Liceti’s publication was the history of monsters by the Bolognese
naturalist Aldrovandi. Dubbed the “Bolognese Aristotle,” Aldrovandi was an important figure in
Bologna’s intellectual circles. Carlo Cesare Malvasia noted Aldrovandi’s association with the
Carracci Academy and Agostino Carracci produced a portrait print for the Opera Omnia, a
thirteen-volume collection of Aldrovandi’s works.79 As a proponent of the new science,
Aldrovandi investigated nature through observation and experiment. Fervent in his search for
rare species of plants and animals, Aldrovandi compiled an extensive catalogue of monstrous
rarities, which was published posthumously as the Monstrorum historia in 1642.80 Because he
believed images were critical for the study of nature, his encyclopedia of real and imaginary
monsters was extensively illustrated and became a standard text for the study of pathological
abnormalities.
Resembling the structure of other monster books, Monstrorum historia repeated images
that appeared in earlier publications. For instance, Aldrovandi’s illustration of an elephant-
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headed boy (Fig. 7) was also featured on the left of the frontispiece to Liceti’s De monstrorum
(1634) (Fig. 5). Under a section on children’s deformities, Aldrovandi included an illustration of
the elephant-boy in a large segment devoted to those born with malformed heads that resembled
animals. The figure depicts a nude youth with an elephant’s head including a trunk, tusks, and
large floppy ears. Another hybrid monster featured in Aldrovandi’s book was a man with the
head of a crane. Dressed in a simple tunic, the man had a long curved neck with beak nose.
These whimsical-looking monsters were recognized as natural wonders. Nature was likened to
an artist; the monsters were her artistic creations. Severe abnormalities and grotesque defects
resulted in awe and even admiration of Nature’s ability to produce wonder out of base material.
Aldrovandi’s and Liceti’s publications produced an overwhelming index of Nature’s monstrous
creations, which revealed her sense of play. The broad spectrum of deformities—from
misshapen children to composite creatures—showed Nature’s ability to joke, and ultimately was
recognized as a display of her ingenuity.

INSERT FIGURE 7 HERE: ¼ page
Caption: Fig. 7 Boy with elephant head, Ulisse Aldrovandi, Monstrorum historia (Bologna,
1642), 413. Courtesy of the New York Academy of Medicine Library.

A comparison between Guercino’s monstrosities and monster representations in scientific
literature reveals the artist’s sense of play. The drawing of the hybrid, fowl-like monster at
Windsor (Fig. 1) evokes the hybrid nature of the Ravenna prodigy. Unlike the ferocious
appearance of the Ravenna monster, Guercino’s “monster” is a quirky composite of nonthreatening components. More than an example of artistic whimsy, Guercino’s “bird” reveals
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the artist’s inventiveness. In more conventional pictorial categories such as history painting, the
artist was admired for his ability to avoid formulas and create new and more expressive
compositions.81 Guercino’s composite monster recalls Giorgio Vasari’s account of Leonardo’s
grotesque creature, which was considered an exemplum of artistic invention. Leonardo designed
and painted a monster for a shield. Seeking to create a monster that would rival Medusa’s head,
Leonardo brought a variety of creatures into his studio for study, including lizards, serpents, bats,
and other animals. The artist joined together parts of different beasts to form a horrific monster,
which appeared to emit fire from its eyes and smoke from the nostrils.82 In presenting the shield,
Leonardo adjusted the light so that the monster appeared three-dimensional and ready to strike
the viewer. Leonardo’s monster and Guercino’s bird creature are demonstrations of the artist’s
ability to invent. The artist, in effect, presents himself as an artificer, a rival of Nature.
Guercino’s drawings also demonstrate how the artist manipulates scientific
representations of monsters for comic effect. The artist’s red chalk drawing of a dog-headed
courtier at Windsor (Fig. 8)83 is reminiscent of Aldrovandi’s deformed man with a crane’s head.
The head of a spaniel is juxtaposed with the elegant costume of the courtier, who bears a wary
expression as if he were about to bark. Though the presentation of animal-headed figures is
similar in both images, Guercino’s subject is not a medical anomaly but a wry interpretation of
the courtier’s nature, which is dog-like in his sycophantic position. Another difference between
drawing and print is the manner of dress. The courtier’s attire reflects his elite position and the
modest outfit of Aldrovandi’s crane-man indicates a lower station in life. Aldrovandi’s monster
corresponds to a trope in monster literature—beings with extreme deformities and diseases are
generally portrayed as members of common society not the privileged class. Guercino subverts
this hierarchy by inventing an elite monster, a being contrary to the status quo. As a
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demonstration of the artist’s wit, Guercino appropriates standard medical illustrations of
monsters to devise new visual representations of monstrosity. Never adapted into print form,
Guercino’s caricatures and comic drawings were intended for an exclusive audience comprised
of his friends and family members. This select group of viewers would have appreciated
Guercino’s playful representations of deformity and the inherent challenges of representing
ugliness.

INSERT FIGURE 8 HERE: ½ or ¼ page
Caption: Fig. 8 Guercino, Grotesque figure with head of dog, red chalk, 161 x 81 mm. Courtesy
of The Royal Collection ©2011 Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II.

Around the time of the invention of caricature in the Carracci Academy, scientists in
Bologna were developing new techniques to beautify the body and to heal deformities. The elite
portrayed themselves as upright, beautiful, and certainly not deformed.84 New scientific treatises
dealt with specific types of disease and provided correctives to disorders that disfigured the
body. Similar to the monster histories, the publications were written in Latin and intended for a
privileged audience. These studies catalogued and treated a broad range of health issues from
corporal excretions to children’s ailments. Physical appearance, especially the face, was
emphasized in several publications, which helped diagnose afflictions that marred physical
beauty and presented therapies for improvement. The following two examples illustrate the
attention given to deformity and the impetus to analyze and improve physical ugliness.
Girolamo Mercuriale (1530-1606) wrote two treatises on skin conditions, De morbis cutaneis
(1572) on skin disease and De decoratione liber (1585) on disfigurement and cosmetics.85 De
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morbis cutaneis classified the whole range of skin disorders from rashes and warts to tumors.
Generally, Mercuriale attributed such afflictions to an imbalance of the humors, and remedies
typically consisted of amended diets and corrective purges through bloodletting or enemas. De
decoratione focused on dermatological problems such as acne and scars. This second book
considered the notion of physical beauty, and the lack of it.86 De decoratione also included a
letter from Gaspare Tagliacozzi (1545-1599) on his innovative operation for nose restoration.
Tagliacozzi, known today as the father of plastic surgery, presented his reconstructive treatment
in De curtorum chirugia per insitionem (1597).87 Fully illustrated with woodcuts, De curtorum
chirugia was a detailed manual on correcting facial deformities, especially the reconstruction of
the nose, the part most likely to be damaged in duels. Similar to the process used in plant
grafting, skin on the fleshy part of the upper arm was used to reconstruct parts of the face.
Several illustrations in the treatise demonstrated how skin was grafted to the nose. After an
initial incision on the upper arm, the arm was harnessed to the nose for several weeks to ensure a
graft would take. A physician would shape the newly grown skin, inserting filling where
necessary, to form a new nose. Tagliacozzi’s talent in facial reconstruction was a cause for
marvel. Even Liceti mentioned Tagliacozzi’s surgical procedures with admiration several times
in his monster history, De monstrorum.88
Artists in Bologna, especially members of the Carracci Academy, were probably aware of
the new and seemingly miraculous strategies to beautify the body. Corrective treatments of
deformities, however, were generally only prescribed for elite bodies. For instance, surgical
nose reconstruction was usually performed on the elite, because dueling was an entitlement of
the upper classes.89 Insofar as these diagnostic manuals exemplified a trend to analyze the body
in its separate components (i.e., eye, ear, etc.) in search of treatment for specific ailments, they
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mirrored the standard practice of anatomy studies in the arts. Artists frequently made studies
devoted to specific parts of the body such as hands, eyes, ears, etc. Just as the surgical medical
publications were invested in the beautiful, so too were artists as creators of beauty. Despite the
preeminence of beauty as an ideal, artists who invented the grotesque appeared to deliberately
blur the lines between the elite and the ugly. Exploiting cultural notions of monstrosity, artists
targeted both elite and average folk to distort the body and create monstrous types.
The tradition of books of secrets deserves brief mention for its role in disseminating
knowledge of medical deformities.90 Popular self-help manuals filled with medicinal recipes and
curious information, such as alchemical experiments or astrological events, these publications
conveyed notions of the monstrous to a broad audience. The most influential book of secrets
was Giambattista della Porta’s Magia Naturalis (1558), initially a small volume that expanded to
twenty books by 1589.91 Della Porta compiled information on a wide variety of topics that
ranged from anecdotes for poisons to more mundane advice on food storage. He included a
section on how to produce monstrous births by influencing a pregnant woman’s powerful
imagination or by manipulating a newborn’s body (i.e., he described a culture that bound the
child’s head to elongate the shape of the skull). Della Porta also included a disturbing formula
for producing deformed dogs:
So if we would produce a two-legged Dog, such as some are carried about to be
seen; we must take very young whelps, and cut off their feet, but heal them up
very carefully: and when they be grown to strength, join them in copulation with
other dogs that have but two legs left; and if their whelps be not two-legged, cut
off their legs still by succession, and at the last, nature will be overcome to yield
their two-legged dogs by generation.92
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Other less harmful experiments produced ugliness. For instance, della Porta targeted female
vanity with several recipes that distorted skin color or produced acne.93 Published originally in
Latin, Magia naturalis was written for an educated audience although several vernacular
translations were released in the following decades.
Magia naturalis was filled with medicinal recipes that addressed diverse types of
ailments. One chapter supplied planting tips for producing fruits and vegetables that would have
purgative effects, including directions on grafting particular plants to induce abortion.94 Della
Porta offered antidotes for poisons and preventive measures against menacing diseases like the
plague and syphilis.95 The majority of recipes addressed more common illnesses such as colic,
lice, and body pains. One of della Porta’s personal favorites for swollen and aching fingers was
to wrap a live worm around the joints, holding it until the worm expired and the pain
was alleviated.96
These medicinal recipes also appeared in less expensive books of secrets that reached an
even wider public. Printed on cheaper paper and in smaller volumes, these pamphlets (generally
octavo in size) presented popular remedies by local doctors or medical charlatans, or reproduced
passages from better-known works.97 This type of popular literature was sold in the piazze of
towns and villages, often during intermissions of street performances. Thousands of recipes
were disseminated in this manner, which circulated prescriptions that dealt with a wide variety of
maladies.
The popularity of monster books and books of secrets reveal the public’s appetite for
information and images related to disease and medical abnormalities. Publications presented
defects as wonders, marvelous irregularities worthy of contemplation. Subsequently, the status
of such aberrations was slowly elevated. With vivid descriptions and crude illustrations, such
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writing had a tendency toward the sensational, often promoting a voyeuristic look at monstrous
beings. Despite the attention to the titillating details of deformity in monstrous imagery, whether
scientific or comic in intent, these images paled in comparison to their counterpart in popular
culture—the broadsheet.
Pictures of monsters were distributed through the cheaper print media of pamphlets and
broadsheets.98 Descriptions, ballads, or verse accompanied these images of early modern
“freaks.” For instance, a sixteenth-century pamphlet of a monstrous birth in Venice illustrated
conjoined twins with their parents.99 Following the typical outline of such material, the pamphlet
presented the characters (children and parents) and described the father’s trade. Nearly all
printed accounts portrayed monstrous births from the working classes.100 The elite were
presumably too refined and morally upright to produce monsters. The print was bound with two
short discourses that were satirical and anti-Semitic in character. After a description of the
children’s bodies, the reader was presented with the parents’ dilemma. The bodies were
conjoined in such a way that the parents were unable to circumcise the twins, and being Jewish,
had thereby condemned their “sons” to hell.
At times, monstrosities made their appearance in popular print media before appearing in
scientific literature. The renowned conjoined brothers, Lazarus Coloredo and his parasitic twin
John Baptista, appeared in numerous pamphlets and broadsides that described their tour through
Europe in the 1630s.101 An English broadside of 1637 featured a crude woodcut and a ballad
entitled, “The Two Inseparable Brothers.”102 The later 1665 and 1668 editions of Liceti’s history
also included a print of the conjoined brothers.103 Both illustrations depict a young man dressed
in contemporary costume with a smaller, parasitic twin attached to his chest but the two images
clearly project different sensibilities. The man in the woodcut is almost cartoonish when
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compared to the elegantly costumed figure in Liceti’s book. In the broadsheet, Lazarus Coloredo
is a comic figure with lop-sided hair, doughy face, outlandish collar, and a bulky torso from
which his twin emerges in crude profile. In contrast, Liceti’s Lazarus is a dignified and proud
individual. He is well-groomed with moustache, beard, and long hair that falls upon a finely
detailed garment with an elegant lace collar. Lazarus’s right hand draws back his coat to reveal
the gnarled limbs of his twin’s contorted body. Clasped about the twin’s neck is a small cape
that presumably was used to cover his misshapen body, a suggestion that he had a sense of
modesty. In addition, Lazarus is shown holding his twin’s crippled hand, a gentle reminder to
the viewer of the brothers’ humanity.
Despite the popularity of the broadsheet tradition, scientific texts questioned the veracity
of the medium. In late-seventeenth-century editions of Liceti’s De monstrorum, the appendix of
new monsters commences with the following warning.
For we have not drawn our information about these monsters from those
ephemeral printed sheets which are daily published in our street, but from the
works of the most celebrated Doctors.104
Regardless of Liceti’s suspicion, the two illustrations reveal that the transmission of information
operated both ways—from low to high culture—or conversely, from luxury folios to popular
print.105 The images also demonstrate that the appetite for monstrous beings was pervasive and
engaged an audience that crossed class lines. Both prints are ultimately sensational images that
presented deformity for consumption. The pictorial differences, however, reflect the more
discriminating objectives of medical texts. Rather than solely focusing on freakish aspects, the
elite publications attempt to provide a context for the anomaly by addressing issues of causality
or morphological variance.
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Unquestionably, the aggrandizement of ugliness in caricature would have appealed to the
same audience that cultivated monstrosity. Though virtuosi and common folk were both
intrigued by monsters, it was the former group that brought about the transformation of the
monster from bogeyman to a creature of Nature. Monsters expressed Nature’s ceaseless ability
to surprise and cause wonder. Caricatures evoked the ideology of contemporary physiognomy
and monster lore. Comparable to physiognomy, caricature drawings revealed character by
accentuating the sitter’s flaws. Surely, such manipulation recalled the exaggerated
correspondences in della Porta’s man-beast analogies. Moreover, the privileging of the ugly in
caricature mirrored the admiration of deformity in monster literature. Just as how monster
histories pondered Nature’s production of anomalous creatures, caricature took into account the
cause and effect of deformity by implying that the study of ugly traits could reveal an
individual’s idiosyncrasies. Caricaturists selected natural defects and enhanced these
imperfections for delight, a process comparable to the way monsters were affectionately
described and pictured in Liceti’s and Aldrovandi’s histories. In the early days of caricature,
exaggerated blemishes were always grounded in the naturalistic imitation of the sitter, a process
consistent with the respect for Nature in natural philosophy.

1. As yet there is no comprehensive treatment of the development of early modern caricature and
existing literature is scattered in publications devoted to individual artists. Willem R. Juynboll,
Het komische genre in de italiaansche schilderkunst gedurende de zeventiende en de achttiende
eeuv. Bijdrage tot de geschiedenis van de caricatur. (Leiden: Leidsche uitgeversmaatschappij,
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